Initial

f. 1r   Historiated initial "R" (for the introit "Resurrexi et adhuc ..." of Easter); the initial is blue with white highlights on a gold ground contained within a square green border. The inside of the letter depicts Christ rising from a coffin surrounded by three sleeping guards; two women kneel behind the sepulchre. Christ holds a staff with a red banner in his left hand. In the background there are hills, trees and a castle. The remainder of the leaf has been cut away.

f. 1v   [Vidi aquam egredientem]//de templo a late[re dextro, alleluia: et omnes ad] quos peruenit a [qua ista salui facti sunt et dicent alle//]uia

Chant for the sprinkling of water in Paschaltide. The remainder of the leaf has been cut away.

Parchment. 1 folio. (partial: fragment is the size of the initial). 81 x 70 mm (original dimensions and written space uncertain). 1 column. 3 lines remaining of an uncertain original number.

Ruled in lead.

Written in gothic script (littera textualis). For decoration of the initial, see above.

Musical notation in black on a 4-line staff of lead, yellow, lead and red lines.

Zinniker 78.